
SECTION-A

Note: Very Short  Answer type questions. Attempt any 
15 parts.  (15x2=30)

Q.1 a) Define current.

 b) Unit of voltage is ______.

 c) Power = Energy ÷ _________.

 d) Instrument used for measuring power is 
________.

 e) Can transformer work on D.C. (Yes/No)

 f) In star connected I line = ________ Iph.

 g) In D.C. the magnitude and direction remain 
________.

 h) Define voltage.
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 xv) How do we identify 3 wire, neutral wire and 

earth wire in a low voltage distribution 
system.

SECTION-C 

Note: Long answer type questions. Attempt any three 
questions.   3x10=30

Q.3 Give principle, construction and working of 
single phase transformer. 

Q.4 Draw and explain pipe earthing.

Q.5 Explain different types of wiring system in brief.

Q.6  Explain the working of star/delta starter with 
diagram.

Q.7 Distinguish between light and fan circuit and 
single phase power circuit in domestic wiring.
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 ii)  Draw a circuit diagram showing the use of 
ammeter, voltmeter and wattmeter.

 iii) Explain the use of MCB in electric circuit.

 iv) Explain the working of zener diode.

 v) How can we prevent electric shock.

 vi) Give few applications of electricity.

 vii) Explain how the direction of 3 Induction 

motor be reversed.

 viii) What is a thyristol and where it is used. 

 ix) Why do we need a starter to start 3 
Induction motor.

 x) Give difference between A.C and D.C.

 xi) Explain the use of ELCB in electrical circuit.

 xii) What is a servo motor.

 xiii) Give fsew applications of single phase 
induction motor.

 xiv) Write various types of fuses.
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 i) Voltmeter is always connected in 
series/parallel.

 j) In Diode/Resistor current flows only in one 
direction.

 k) Full form of MCB is _______.

 l) ______ is done to prevent electric shock.

 m) Plastic is a good conductor/Insulator.

 n) A transistor has _________ terminals.

 o) To prevent circuit from short circuiting we 
use Fuse/Motor.

 p) Zener diode is Forward/Reverse biased.

 q) Servo motor is used in pumps. True/False.

 r) Unit of current is __________.

SECTION-B 

Note: Short answer type questions. Attempt any ten 
parts   10x4=40

Q.2 i) Give advantages of electrical energy over 
other forms of energy.
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